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Leather jewelry doesn t have to be traditional! Fabulous leather can be anything from casual and fun

to stylish and sophisticated. With a smattering of beads and some clever construction ideas you can

take leather jewelry beyond conventional and onto the fashion runway. Award-winning jewelry

designer MylÃƒÂ©ne Hillam shows you how to use leather not just as a stringing component, but as

the featured material in designer accessories. No conventional leather crafting skills are required.

You ll learn how to loop, twist, fold, and recolor leather in ways that will redefine your perception of

jewelry. Whether you re looking for something colorful and fun to team with your T-shirt and jeans or

a statement necklace to dress up your work wear, you re bound to find something here to suit your

style and take your wardrobe from glum to glam.
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MylÃƒÂ©ne Hillam designs and creates jewelry in her studio in Brisbane, Australia. Her unique and

creative designs have resulted in several significant awards including the Craft & Hobby

AssociationÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Designer Press Kit Award. Her work is regularly featured in international craft

publications and she teaches and demonstrates both locally and abroad. With more than 20 years

craft experience she is passionate about passing her knowledge onto her students in her

workshops.

Ok book. Has some good ideas but nothing Earth shattering. Added some pics so you can judge

content for yourself. I mean really....fold the leather; braid the leather; weave the leather....I think



most of us did that in camp when we were 10. :(Also what I don't like are books that are written just

to sell a product brand of materials. This book scores low marks from me for that as well. Wish I

would have just skipped this one....

This a very well put togetherbook. It has some really nice ideas. Thank you.

I love this book. So many unique ways to use leather in jewelry making. The directions are very

easy to follow and will inspire you in your own designs.

Found a few things I really liked.

The cover photo pulled me in. There are a couple of good ideas in here, just not as many as I'd

hoped.

These are not your typical leather designs. These are very modern and different from any previous

ones I have seen. I lover over half of the designs and can't wait to try them all.

Lot of good info in the book and some pretty designs.

I did find some interesting information but as a whole, it was not a good read.
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